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It’s dancing time!

30 seconds dancing all together, please!
Who is the youngest in your group?

He/she has to say the tongue twister, taught by the opposing team
Do you remember that song you liked a lot when you were children?

1...2... 3... let’s sing!
Who is the oldest in your group?

He/she has to say some verses of a poem, taught by the opposing team
Are you ready?
30 seconds to collect 5 objects made from... a tree!
Are you ready?
45 seconds to collect 10 objects of the same colors of the flag of the opposing team
And now we need good actors!

.. to represent the final scene of Shakespeare's tragedy Romeo and Juliet...
Do you know a popular and famous song in your language or in dialect?

1...2... 3... let’s sing!
And now we need good actors!

... to mimic a celebrity...
Are you good cookers? And are you good singers?
Because now you have to sing a typical recipe
Are you good students? And are you good singers?

Because now you have to sing that poem you learned by heart
Are you good students?

Because now you have to explain in English to the teacher of the opposing team Archimedes’ principle
Are you good sculptors?

Because now you have to mould with some modeling clay a famous monument
It’s time to laugh!

With a famous joke (in English, please!!)
Are you good painters?

You have one minute to prepare the draft of a famous masterpiece
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Are you ready?
You have to say

*Sei per sei trentasei* ...

Ok, but from end to beginning
Are you ready?
You have to say

*Em boca fechada não entra mosca...*

Ok, but from end to beginning!
Do you remember Romeo and Juliet?

How do you see the moment of the famous declaration of love of Romeo if Juliet is busy in sunbathing on the balcony and she doesn’t pay attention to Romeo’s words? LET’S ACT!
Are you ready?

You have to explain in English to the teacher of the opposing team the theorem of Pythagoras.

Also drawing if you want...
Are you ready?

45 seconds to collect 10 objects of the same colors of the European flag